17th – 19th September 2015
Don Carlos Leisure Resort & Spa, Marbella, Spain

Programme of Events

Thursday 17th September
19.30 – 21.00

Welcome Cocktail & Canapé Reception

Friday 18th September
09.00 – 09.30
09.30 – 11.30
11.30 – 12.00
12.00 – 14.00
14.00 – 15.30
15.30 – 17.30
17.45 – 18.45
20.00 Onwards

Registration & Welcome Coffee
Conference Sessions
Coffee Break & Networking
Conference Sessions
Lunch
Conference Sessions
RDO Annual General Members Meeting
The Sunset Party

Saturday 19th September
08.00 – 10.00
10.15 – 12.05
12.05 – 12.30
12.30 – 14.15
14.15 – 15.30
15.30 Onwards
20.00 Onwards

Delegate Networking Breakfast
Conference Sessions
Coffee Break & Networking
Conference Sessions
Lunch
Delegate Networking
Gala Dinner

Sunday 20th September
Departure

Welcome to Marbella and to the 2015 RDO
Conference – RDO6
Every year, the theme of our RDO Conference serves as a marker for where
our industry is at. This year, we have seen a lot of changes and one thing we
can count on for certain in the future, is that more changes await us.
Change can be challenging but it’s also a harbinger for better things to come.
It pushes us to do better, to move forward. It makes us grow new shoots
and motivates us to think and act outside the box.
Thinking outside the box is exactly what we will be doing during RDO6, as we explore that ever-present
element in business and life – change.
As Charles Darwin noted: “It is not the strongest of the species that survives, it is not the most intelligent
that survives, it is the one most adaptable to change.”
Embracing change is something Sir Richard Branson fully embraces at the heart of his life and business
philosophy. As he has famously remarked: “Every success story is a tale of constant adaptation, revision
and change.”
I am sure we will take away with us a number of very valuable lessons and insights from this conference
and I believe that the programme we have put together for this year, includes sessions that will be of
interest and importance to us all.
We have also given the timing format a bit of a jiggle with the aim to give more networking time outside
of the business sessions, so as to create the opportunity for delegates to network without missing any
of the great business sessions we have lined up for this year.
Sponsorship is vital to support RDO’s events and I would like to take this opportunity to say a big thank
you to our ﬁve principal event sponsors: CLC World Resorts & Hotels, Diamond Resorts International®,
Holiday Club Resorts Oy, Interval International and RCI for their generosity and tireless support – it is
genuinely appreciated.
In addition, I would like to acknowledge the kind support of our other sponsors, Dial An Exchange,
Generator Systems and Shawbrook Bank Ltd.
Also my sincere thanks to my fellow RDO Conference Working Group colleagues who have yet again
contributed their time and expertise to help shape this years event.
And ﬁnally, a big thank you to our speakers – from within the industry; from companies that provide
consultancy and advice as well as specialist experts from outside of the industry.
So I’m delighted to welcome you again to the Don Carlos Leisure Resort & Spa for two days of thoughtprovoking debate, discussion, business networking and brainstorming. It’s a rare chance to take a
collaborative, fresh look at where timeshare is now, and what we can expect on the road ahead.

Robin Mills
Chairman, RDO Conference Working Group and Communications Council

Moving fast as we:
· expand worldwide our resorts and off site sales centres
· extend opportunities to recruit talented senior management
· evolve our product range of shared ownership holidays, fractionals and freehold property
· embrace latest sales and marketing technologies
· engage with social media in all its forms
· energise a European industry checked by recession

RDO6 Embracing Change… never anything less from a company proud to be
industry conference Platinum sponsors!

Moderator and Speakers
RDO6 Moderator
Robin Mills
As Chairman of RDO’s Communications Council and the Conference Working
Group, Robin brings a wealth of industry knowledge, which he will use to engage
with delegates and stimulate debate. He has also moderated the last three
TATOC conferences and both joint RDO-TATOC seminars.

Key Note & Guest Speakers
Michael Jackson
Born in Britain, then London educated and trained in business strategy
development and communication, he has worked personally with business
leaders such as Richard Branson and Bill Gates, as well as with the directors of
many other leading global businesses such as Microsoft, Qatar Airways and HP.
Michael Jackson is a highly regarded professional conference speaker on the subjects of business
change, excellence, leadership, consumer & trends. To date he has spoken at well over 2,500
conferences and events all over the world.
Once acclaimed by former South African President Nelson Mandela as “a national treasure”, he has an
uncanny ability to connect with his audiences and often referred to as a passionate champion of
business. He is consistently rated by his clients, conference organisers and audiences alike as
‘simply outstanding’ for the way he creates and delivers powerful messages, and the way he weaves
personalised individual company and industry business messages into all of his materials to precisely
suit every individual audience.

Guy Browning
Guy has two key characteristics necessary for great business communication: a
thorough understanding of commercial issues and a highly developed sense of
humour. Known as the ‘David Attenborough of the business jungle’, he is the
creator of The Guardian’s Ofﬁce column, presenter of Small Talk on Radio 4, and
author of a slew of bestsellers. His latest book is The Pocket Guru, a brilliantly
accessible guide to enterprise.

Originally an advertising copywriter, Guy’s expertise lies in the use of creativity in business. He now runs
the Smokehouse consultancy, helping companies conceive more innovative products, services and
processes, and new ways of communicating. He’s also a compelling conference speaker, showing how
people in every part of the organisation can use intelligence, initiative and imagination to tackle any core
issue.
Guy’s books include Weak at the Top (the uncensored diary of the last cavemanager), Never Hit a Jellyﬁsh
with a Spade (how to survive life’s smaller challenges) and Maps of my Life, which he describes as an
autobiography without the bad bits. Guy has also brought a new approach to cinema, writing and
directing his ﬁrst ﬁlm Tortoise In Love, a low-budget romantic comedy ﬁnanced by and starring locals
from his own Oxfordshire village.

Richard Newman
Richard has worked with advanced communication skills since 1995, training
over 25,000 people from 45 countries. He will show you how to have more
presence, authority, inﬂuence and use practical techniques to persuade people
with your ideas.
The Body Talk team have helped their clients win contracts worth over £1.6 billion, working on speciﬁc
pitches, bids and presentations to ensure they stand out from the crowd.
Clients include the McLaren Formula 1 Team, FTSE 100 Companies such as Barclays and BT, KPMG,
IBM and London Business School.
Richard has been featured on BBC Radio, Channel 5 News, in Esquire magazine, The Daily Express,
The Daily Telegraph website and a special feature in the prestigious American edition of Forbes Magazine.
More recently he has been working with 20th Century Fox and Warner Brothers, to promote their TV
shows about communication, and his book, The It Factor, has recently been published.

Debbie Wosskow
Debbie is the Founder and CEO of the world’s largest home exchange club, Love
Home Swap. Debbie authored the UK government’s review of the Sharing
Economy last November and is the founding Chair of leading UK trade body
Sharing Economy UK (SEUK). A former management consultant, she launched
her ﬁrst business, marketing and communications consultancy Mantra, at the
age of just 25. Building Mantra over a decade, Debbie sold to the Loewy Group.
Debbie is a regular commentator on travel and entrepreneurship on TV and in print and sits on a number
of advisory boards, as well as being a trustee of Hampstead Theatre. She graduated with an MA in
Philosophy and Theology from New College, Oxford University and lives in London with her two
children.
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Dr Wouter Geerts
In his role as Travel Analyst – Lodging, Wouter Geerts has direct responsibility
for the content and quality of lodging data and written analysis, as part of
Euromonitor’s Travel system. Travel research provides strategic information
across 150 countries globally, with the coverage including tourism ﬂows, travel
modes, lodging, and booking.
Prior to his role at Euromonitor, Wouter completed a PhD on sustainability in the hospitality industry at
Royal Holloway, University of London. Wouter further holds a Bachelor in International Hospitality
Management and has worked in different roles in and with the hotel industry.

Jorge Marichal González
Jorge is a hotel entrepreneur and current Chairman of the Hotel and NonHotel Business Association of Tenerife, La Palma, La Gomera and El Hierro,
Ashotel, since October 2011, an entity that represents about 250 associated
establishments throughout the whole province. He holds a Degree in Business
Management and Administration (Financial Management section) from the
European Business School, where he studied in its Madrid, London and Munich centres.
He is the current Vice-Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce of Santa Cruz de Tenerife, the Toursim
Board of Tenerife and the CEOE (Spanish Confederation of Business Organisations) in Tenerife, member
of the Executive Committee of CEHAT, advisor for the public companies Hecansa and Promotour and
a member of the Canary Islands’ Tourism Council.

“It is not the strongest of the species
that survives, it is not the most
intelligent that survives, it is the one
most adaptable to change.”
– CHARLES DARWIN

Holiday Club Resorts is the European leader in Vacation Ownership. With nearly 30 years
of experience and 31 destination alternatives, Holiday Club stealthily maintains the
diversification of its range of leisure products. Recent acquisition of shares in Holiday Club
Resorts by Mahindra Holidays & Resorts India, maps giant expansion opportunities for both
companies across Europe and Asia.

RDO6 Business Sessions
Friday 18th September

09.30 – 09.45: Welcome to RDO6
Calvin Lucock, Chairman of RDO, opens the 2015 RDO Conference.

09.45 – 10.45: Embracing Change: 20:20 Vision for the Road Ahead
Michael Jackson has been delivering dynamic and motivational business presentations all across the
planet for over 15 years. Renowned for his unique, entertaining and engaging style, ‘Embracing Change’
uncovers the 5 key forces shaping our world and shows you exactly how to decode and discover how
to successfully compete and win into the foreseeable future. This opening keynote presentation will
make you stop, think and reassess every facet of your planning, strategy and operations.
Speaker:

Michael Jackson – Global Speaker

10.45 – 11:30: Unlocking the Sharing Economy – What Does the Future Hold for Travel
Economic factors coupled with the growth of new technologies and social networks have fuelled an
explosion in the peer-to-peer travel sector over the past 12 months. The value is shifting from ownership
to access – with major businesses and government now starting to get involved too.
• Why is now the right time for the Sharing Economy?
• What are the implications for the travel sector?
• What does this mean for consumers?
• How can traditional operators and newer players work together?
Speaker:

Debbie Wosskow – CEO, Love Home Swap

11.30 – 12.00: Coffee Break

12.00 – 12.45: The 21st Century Traveller: Changing Travel Demands and How to Capitalise
With timeshare facing competition from OTAs and private rental platforms, understanding the demands
of contemporary consumers has never been as important. Focusing on major trends like the sharing
economy, Millennials, online booking, and social media, this presentation will explore how consumers’
demands are changing, and is a must for industry leaders aiming to get ahead of the game.
Speaker:

Dr Wouter Geerts – Travel Analyst Lodging, Euromonitor International

12.45 – 13.15: Interview with Jorge Marichal González, Chairman, ASHOTEL

13.15 – 14.00: ** NEW ** Timeshare Industry Young Professionals (TIYP)
J.K. Rowling said it best…”Age is foolish and forgetful when it underestimates youth.” In this session
we will challenge our audience on this very quote. So come and see what young professionals, working
in our industry today think about how we should sell and market to them, what turns them on, what
turns them off and how they expect us to keep up with the pace of technological developments and
real-time communication.
Speaker:

Steven Dow – Vice President of Revenue Management Europe, Diamond Resorts International®

Panelists:

Chris Kissack – Sales and Marketing Executive, First Names Group
Steven Mercer – Revenue Manager, Diamond Resorts International®

14.00 – 15.30: Lunch

15.30 – 16.15: The Aftermath of the Spanish Supreme Court Rulings in 2015
This year two rulings from the Supreme Court in Spain in respect of interpretations of law 42/98
(now replaced by a new law in 2012) on the duration of membership (should be less than 50 years)
and concerning the clarity of the object of the contract (floating time contracts) may have impacts
on the Industry in Europe. What is the likely impact? Can we expect more such rulings? What can
developers do and/or should they do anything to mitigate against potential problems arising from
these judgements?
Speaker:

Eugene Miskelly – Chairman RDO Legislative Council and Legal Director,
CLC World Resorts & Hotels

16.15 – 17.15: Walking The Talk – How to Increase Your Impact and Inﬂuence
Do you want to have more presence, inﬂuence and conﬁdence to persuade people with your ideas?
Discover the advanced communication techniques that allow you to have the greatest impact on the
people around you. Increase your natural persuasiveness and learn how to make anything you say more
convincing and memorable.
Speaker:

Richard Newman – Director, UK Body Talk Ltd

17.15 – 17.30: Closing Remarks Day 1

RDO6 Business Sessions
Saturday 19th September

10.15 – 10.20: Welcome to Day 2 of RDO6 2015 Conference
Robin Mills – Chairman, RDO Communications Council

10.20 – 11.20: From Aha! to Kerching!
Everyone could do their job better if they thought about it. The trouble is no one ever teaches you how
to do this kind of creative proﬁtable thinking. And how do you think outside the box when you’ve hardly
got time to think inside? This session offers a range of powerful and stimulating tools to tackle everyday
problems through fresh creative thinking without the need for strange haircuts, group drumming or
expensive yoga retreats. The highly interactive and entertaining seminar shows how people at any level
can use their personal intelligence, initiative and imagination to tackle key business issues.
Speaker:

Guy Browning

10.20 – 12.05: Owners’ Confessions – Good, Bad & Avoid Turning Ugly
RDO proudly introduces a ﬁrst to the conference: personal journeys of The Timeshare Owner.
Representing different perspectives and holiday needs, particularly as lives and circumstances change;
we welcome panelists who will share the highs, challenges and their perception of the future of vacation
ownership. Let’s be reminded of what is truly great about our industry but also learn from real life
experiences.
Panelists:

Bhupinder Sira
Winnie Boothby
Martin Saunders

“Every success story
is a tale of constant adaptation,
revision and change.”
– SIR RICHARD BRANSON

12.05 – 12.30: Coffee Break

12.30 – 13.20: Is It #timetoshare?
#timetoshare is a proposed RDO digital, and social media campaign designed to make timeshare
holidays appeal to the wider public. In this session, with the help of experienced timeshare marketers
and some case histories, we will reﬁne the messages and stories that underpin the campaign, determine
our target audience and establish how we can tap into the current vogue for social media to make an
online impact; and how resorts can use the campaign to boost owner relations.
Speaker:

Jackie Murphy – Managing Director, Flagship Consulting Ltd

Panelists:

Justine Banister-Day – Sales Manager, Pearly Grey Ocean Club
Diana Aitchison – Chief Operating Ofﬁcer, Silverpoint Vacations SL
Jodie Darnbrook – Marketing Director, Club Olympus

13.20 – 14.00: Open Mike
This is the opportunity to question your peers and colleagues on any subject matter that either
interests or concerns you with regards to our industry. This is a dynamic session for delegates, without
parameters.

14.00 – 14.15: Closing Remarks RDO6 Conference
Robin Mills – Chairman, RDO Communications Council

“Change is the law of life and those
who look only to the past or present
are certain to miss the future.”
– JOHN F. KENNEDY

RDO6 Sponsors
Platinum Sponsors
Club La Costa World Resorts & Hotels
CLC World Resorts & Hotels, with more than 30 years’ experience, champions
the European timeshare industry as a leading force within it – while continuing to
grow in size, range and inﬂuence.
The company designs, builds and operates exceptional mixed use resorts with holiday and property
products: shared ownership, a sophisticated Points system, fractionals, a private members yacht club,
canal boat holidays, rentals and freehold homes.
Founded by Chairman Roy Peires, the company success story was set in motion in Spain during the
1980s, selling a small number of apartments as shared ownership. Rapid expansion was achieved
through market awareness, vision, innovation and unfailing commitment to providing memorable holiday
experiences serviced to the highest of standards.
CLC resorts are located in many of the best holiday destinations in Europe, Australia and the US – where
a second resort of outstanding design in Orlando, Florida, opened in spring 2015 to great acclaim and
congratulations from the State Governor.
The current year is one of its busiest yet with expansion of its off site sales centres to key UK cities, new
resort openings and further construction projects under way.

Diamond Resorts International®
Diamond Resorts International® is a leader in the hospitality and vacation
ownership industries with a network of more than 330 vacation destinations
located in 34 countries throughout North America, South America, Central America, Europe, Asia,
Australasia and Africa.
We provide our guests with choice and ﬂexibility to create their dream vacation, whether traveling an hour
away or around the world. Our relaxing vacations have the power to give guests an increased sense of
happiness and satisfaction in their lives by providing them with memorable and meaningful experiences.
We believe in the power and value of vacations to create life-long memories and nurture our humanity.
They are essential to our well-being. We are committed to delivering affordable luxury and priceless
memories through Vacations for Life®. Our worldwide portfolio of amazing vacation destinations provides
an affordable way for everyone to Stay Vacationed.™ all year.
We are passionate about delivering excellent service so that our members, owners and guests can
experience the Vacations for Life® they deserve. At Diamond Resorts International®, We Love to Say
Yes™. Nothing makes us happier than when we can make our guests’ vacation experience better so
they are able to create priceless memories every time, for a lifetime.

Holiday Club Resorts Oy
Holiday Club Resorts is the European leader in Vacation Ownership. With nearly
30 years of experience and 31 destination alternatives, Holiday Club stealthily
maintains the diversiﬁcation of its range of leisure products. Holiday Club’s efﬁcient marketing and sales
organisation, sales concept in accordance with EU directives and solid knowhow, form a ﬁrm foundation
for success in both domestic and international markets.
Recent acquisition of shares in Holiday Club Resorts by Mahindra Holidays & Resorts India, maps giant
expansion opportunities for both companies across Europe and Asia. Mahindra Holidays joined forces
with Holiday Club Resorts by acquiring majority stake of the company. With this acquisition, the entity
Mahindra Holidays – Holiday Club becomes the world’s largest vacation ownership company outside
the United States and amongst the top ﬁve in the world. The union of these two market leaders will not
only provide signiﬁcant business opportunities in Europe and other international markets, but also offer
its existing member base an even more versatile destination portfolio.
The common goal for the forthcoming years is to maintain the lucrativeness of the timeshare business
at a high level, to invest in renovating and developing existing resorts, and to actively search for new
resorts to increase operations.

Interval International
Interval International operates membership programs for vacationers and
provides value-added services to its developer clients worldwide. Based in Miami,
Florida, the company has been a pioneer and innovator in serving the vacation ownership market since
1976. Today, Interval’s exchange network comprises more than 2,900 resorts in over 80 nations.
Through ofﬁces in 16 countries, Interval offers high-quality products and beneﬁts to resort clients and
approximately 2 million families who are enrolled in various membership programs. Interval is an operating
business of Interval Leisure Group, Inc. (Nasdaq: IILG), a leading global provider of non-traditional lodging,
encompassing a portfolio of leisure businesses from exchange and vacation rental to vacation ownership.

RCI – The Global Leader in Vacation Exchange Reinventing Timeshare
Exchange. For more than forty years RCI has been at the forefront of the vacation
exchange industry, transforming the vacation experience for resort developers
and owners alike. As the global leader in vacation exchange, RCI is known for
being a trusted associate as well as a full-service, single source growth partner for our clients’ needs.
RCI strives to make dream vacations a reality for our subscribing members, and to work with developers
to help enhance their sales and proﬁts by expanding the utility and enjoyment of their leisure real estate
products. RCI is committed to driving innovation and harnessing the power of new technologies, and
we continue to advance the timeshare industry as a whole. RCI is proud to afﬁliate with approximately
4,500 resorts in more than 100 countries, including some of the most respected and renowned brands
and vacation clubs in the business, and to provide its 3.8 million members with unmatched ﬂexibility,
choice and control through our RCI Weeks and RCI Points exchange programmes as well as through
The Registry Collection, the largest luxury leisure exchange programme in the world.

Gold Sponsors
DAE
A strong focus on quality customer service has seen Dial An Exchange (DAE)
enjoy rapid growth since the company’s inception in 1997. Today, DAE services
over 1 million timeshare owners (including 550,000 direct members) at resorts and clubs globally, and
is a truly viable option for all timeshare, points and fractional owners to exchange their weeks and points
products. Their simple, ﬂexible and innovative direct to consumer approach has evolved into a range of
business development and support tools for business partners such as resorts, management companies
and Home Owners Associations who are looking for a competitive edge to support their rapid growth.
DAE offers a value added Gold Advantage beneﬁts program along with low exchange fees, 24/7 live
access to exchange weeks, personalized customer service, worldwide vacation availability, and
discounted rental weeks in prime locations. At DAE, the timeshare owners’ needs come ﬁrst and
foremost and quality of service is never compromised.

Generator Systems
Generator Systems: Create a 21st Century sales experience today!
Create an amazing interactive sales presentation for your customers and exceed their expectations right
from the get go... As customers embrace technology let Generator systems bring the ‘wow factor’ to
your sales process.
Let us show you how Generator can increase yoursales@generator-systems.com

Shawbrook Bank
Shawbrook Bank Ltd successfully completed its stock market ﬂotation in April
2015 and continues to maintain an exceptional focus on customer service, which
truly differentiates us from our competitors. We endeavour to provide straightforward, easy to understand
products and fast and efﬁcient decision-making to our suppliers and customers. We are proud to be
members of the RDO and have strong experience of working with resort developers to create viable but
simple ﬁnance solutions for UK customers.
We have many years of personal experience in this market and understand the importance of speed of
service and ﬂexibility. With that in mind, we have invested in people and systems that combine to deliver
a refreshing service-led approach that we believe is unrivalled. It is this approach that gives resorts the
conﬁdence to grow their consumer ﬁnance sales knowing that they are fully supported by an experienced
lender that will partner with them.

STK+
Make it personal.
Make it your Workspace.
With the all-new customisable Workspace addition to the
Interval Sales Tool Kit — the most cost-effective interactive sales
presentation available — you can put everything you need in one
easy-to-reach place so you can seal the deal faster than ever!

+
+
+
+

IMAGES: Show prospects pictures of
properties, members’ experiences and more.
Import from the cloud or your computer.

PRESENTATIONS: Have a killer
Keynote or PowerPoint presentation?
Save it here and grab it fast!
VIDEOS: Nothing says holiday like swaying palms,
slaloming skiers, whitewater rafting — you get the idea.
Show them what you have with the touch of a finger.
AND MORE: Access all your favorites from STK.
Save articles, press releases, PDFs, screenshots
and Word documents — virtually anything you need
to take your pitch to a whole new level!

NEW: WORKSPACE | NEW: FAVORITES | THE GLOBE | VACATION CALCULATOR
MAGAZINES | INTERVAL EXCHANGE TRACKER | INTERVAL HD | RESORT DIRECTORY

Turn prospects into owners with the most powerful tool in the industry. Download the
FREE Interval Sales Tool Kit from the Apple App Store today and perfect your pitch.

INTERVALWORLD.COM
RESORTDEVELOPER.COM

Activities and Social Events
Thursday 17th September
19.30 – 21.00: Welcome Cocktail & Canapé Reception
Sol y Sombra
Dress Code: Smart Casual

Friday 18th September
20.00 – 00.00: Sunset Party
Alanda Club, Marbella
Dress Code: Smart Casual (NB: Outside Venue)
NB: Admission to registered conference delegates only; please remember to bring your conference
badge with you to gain entry.

Saturday 19th September
20.00 – 00.00: Gala Dinner
The Beach Club
Dress Code: Smart Casual (NB: Outside Venue)
NB: Admission to registered conference delegates only; please remember to bring your conference
badge with you to gain entry.

All Conference Days
Delegate Breakfast and Lunch
Los Naranjos & Terrace

RDO6 Late Bar
The RDO6 bar, located in the hotel main bar area, will be the place to meet for a late night drink. See
you there!

Interval International
and RCI Proudly Present

Hosted by Alanda Club Marbella

Date: Friday 18th September, 2015
Place: Alanda Club Marbella
Time: 8pm
Dress Code: Smart Casual
Guests will be treated
to an Andalusian
evening with Spanish cuisine
and entertainment
Only those who are registered at the RDO6 conference
may attend so please remember to bring your conference badge.

RDO would like to take the opportunity to thank the sponsors
of this year’s event for their generous support:

Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

“The world as we have created it
is a process of our thinking.
It cannot be changed without
changing our thinking.”
– ALBERT EINSTEIN

In addition RDO would like to thank the RDO6
Conference Working Group for their tireless
commitment:
Robin Mills – Chairman RDO Conference Working Group and Communications Council
Janice Anderson-Pearne – VP Client Services & Operations EMEAA, Interval International
Dimitris Manikis – Vice President, Business Development, RCI Europe and the Middle East
Jon Baker – Director, Liberty Connections Ltd
Lisa Migani – Director Leisure Services, FNTC Ltd
Pete Jones – Partner, Generator Systems
Steven Dow – Vice President Revenue Management, Europe, Diamond Resorts International®
Paul Gardner Bougaard – Chief Executive, RDO Ltd
Nikkie Yeaman – Director Operations & Finance, RDO Ltd

“The secret of change is to focus
all of your energy, not on ﬁghting the old,
but on building the new.”
– SOCRATES

